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The main objective of this research is to use the cinematic rules as
the basis to emulate the creative process of human directors in
composing video. The main contribution of our work is in
developing a framework and computational procedures based on
cinematic models to extract scene boundaries.

ABSTRACT
Most current video retrieval systems use shot as the basis for
information organization and access. In cinematography, scene is
the basic story unit that the directors use to convey their ideas.
This paper proposes a framework based on the concept of
continuity to analyze video contents and extract scene boundaries.
Starting from a set of shots, the framework successively applies
the concept of visual, position, cameral focal distance, motion,
audio and semantic continuity to group shots that exhibit some
form of continuity into scenes. The idea is tested using the first
three levels of continuity to extract the scenes defined using most
common cinematic rules. The method has been found to be
effective.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews
related work in scene segmentation. Section 3 examines the use of
cinematic rules. Section 4 presents our overall framework based
on the concept of the content continuity. Section 5 presents the
computational procedure to perform the scene boundary detection.
The results of experiment are discussed in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORKS

Categories and Subject Descriptors

In order to derive higher-level semantic entities, a number of
recent works investigated the extraction of scenes. In general,
scene boundary detection techniques can be broadly classified into
two categories: clustering and segmentation. Most of the existing
techniques belong to the clustering category (Yeung et al 1996,
Zhong et al 1996, Rui et al 1998). These techniques make use of
the internal homogeneity of a scene to cluster similar shots
together based on visual similarity and time locality. Techniques
under the segmentation category examine the external
heterogeneities between different scenes. One such technique
(Kender & Yeo 1998) proposed a method to calculate shot
coherence and use local minimums in this continuous measure to
detect scene boundaries. These techniques are able to handle only
simple scenes containing shots that share high visual similarity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Most current video retrieval systems use shots as the basis to
organize video contents (Yeung & Liu 1995, Zhong et al 1996).
But viewers see and remember video in terms of events, episodes
and stories. Here, we use the term “scene” prevailing in
cinematography to denote episode and story.

To extend the techniques to model parallel scenes frequently used
in documentaries to present multiple related activities, Rui et al
(1998) first clustered visually similar shots into groups, which
might not be contiguous. They then merged overlapping groups
into scenes to capture parallel scenes involving conversation etc.
Hanjalic et al (1999) on the other hand used the idea of linking
similar shots together into treads, and created scenes that
consisted of shots coming mostly from one or more interleaving
treads. Yeung et al (1996) employed the idea of Montage, while
Yoshitaka et al (1997) considered the grammar of film explicitly
to construct scenes consist of similar shots, or alternation between
two kinds of shots.

Scene consists of a small number of interrelated shots that are
unified by location or dramatic incident (Beaver 1994). Some
cinematic rules including the 180q rule (Thompson 1998, Hari &
Chang 2000), montage rules (Eisenstein 1968) and other
cinematic continuity rules were developed to convey director’s
idea in a consistent way.
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These techniques extended the existing work to handle scenes
constructed using general content rule or parallel rule. The
techniques to discover parallel scenes tend to be specific to certain
types of parallel scenes such as the conversation or chasing
scenes. They also have no notion of time locality or used
empirical threshold to express time locality, which makes it
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doubtful whether these techniques are sufficiently general to
handle full-length videos. Moreover, they are unable to handle
other types of cinematic rules such as concentration/ enlargement/
general rules.

x
x
x

3.1 CINEMATIC MODEL for VIDEO
SCENE COMPOSITION

x

This section provides an overview of the 180q rule and the set of
montage rules (Davenport et al 1991, Chua & Ruan 1995).
x

The 180q rule, also called Triangle Principle (Arijon 1976,
Thomposon 1998, Hari and Chang 2000), states that the
camera in the shooting should stay in one side of the line
formed by the main subjects. It ensures that the relative
positions of the subjects on the screen within a scene are
unchanged (see Figure 1).

x

x
camera

camera

Figure 1. 180q rule
x

The framework is designed in such a way that the lower layer
continuity features can be applied before successively higher layer
features to provide more accurate and more specific scenes. Most
of the current scene detection algorithms that are based on visualsimilarity implicitly model the effects of visual and position
continuity to detect the scenes. However, the visual similarity
based method almost always over-segments the video where there
are lots of focal movements or other higher-level forms of
continuity at work. For example, by examining focal distance
continuity, we can observe new scenes based on
concentration/enlargement/general rules.

Parallel rule: The rule is frequently used to model the
subjects’ interactions. The shots with different themes are
shown alternately (Figure 2). It is frequently used to model
interactions between two parties such as conversation,
hunting, chasing etc.

Figure 2. Parallel rule, interaction of two subjects
x
x
x
x

Visual continuity: It exists between successive shots with
similar background.
Position continuity: It ensures that objects preserve their
relative positions in the scene.
Focal distance continuity: It typically changes in a
continuous way in the establishing stage as well as at the
ending stage of a scene.
Object motion continuity: The direction of motion of the
main object within a scene should be the same. Figure 4
shows a two-person chasing scene in the four consecutive
shots in which the two men all run from left to the right.
Audio continuity: The sound track in a movie contains
environment sound and dialogue. The same scene should
possess similar environment sound and dialogue by the same
speakers. This rule might not be true for other types of scenes
such as those in documentaries where the same dialogues
tend to be carried over to the new scene.
Semantic continuity: At the highest level, scenes are
composed based on semantic coherence, such as news video
etc. It is a high-level concept that is content and domain
dependent.

By using the framework, we want to use the concept of continuity
at different level to detect scenes in a video to different degree of
sophistication. In the following section, we will illustrate the use
of the first three continuity features to extract scenes.

Concentration rule: It starts with the long distance shot, and
zooms into close up shots of the main objects to introduce
the main objects and their context.
Enlargement rule: It is the reverse of the concentration rule.
It is also used to show the main objects and the environment.
General rule: It is the combination of concentration followed
by enlargement rules
Serial content rule: This is the most common type of rules
used to model scenes that preserve the continuity of location,
time, space, and topic.

4. THE OVERALL FRAMEWORK for
SCENE DETECTION
The theories of montage and cinematic rules have been used by
the directors and editors to create coherent stories. From our
analysis, it can be seen that continuity is an invariant theme that
unifies all cinematic rules. For example, visual similarity is
maintained in constructing scenes that take place in the same time
and location while some forms of increasing or decreasing camera
focal
length
continuity
is
applied
in
defining
concentration/enlargement rules. In addition, view, motion or
even audio continuities are also used based on some general or
specific rules.

Figure 3. Content continuity

Figure 4. Motion continuity is preserved in the four
consecutive shots. (Beijing Bicycle, China)

To capture the concept of continuity, we develop a framework for
scene boundary detection. Figure 3 shows the continuity
framework. The relations between each level of continuity and
cinematic rules are explained below.
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We use CurrS to denote the current scene segment under
consideration, and NextS for the next scene. We initially set CurrS
to be the first scene segment of the video sequence. The algorithm
proceeds as follows.

5. SCENE BOUNDARY DETECTION
Our model-based scene boundary detection method operates at the
shot level, and consists of the following steps to uncover scenes
based on the first 3 level of continuity framework: (a) We
segment the video into shots by employing the TMRA method
(Chua et al 2000). (b) We filter out the commercials using the
method developed in Koh & Chua (2000); (c) We merge the shots
into scenes using the visual similarity criteria. This is equivalent
to enforcing the visual and position continuity of the framework.
(d) Finally, we apply the camera focal distance continuity to
identify scenes defined using more complex cinematic rules
composed using the enlargement/concentration rules.

a.

If the number of shots in CurrS is less than a threshold

Ws ,

then: (See Figure 6 for illustration)
x

x

The remaining of this Section describes the details of steps (c) and
(d) in our procedure.

x

5.1 The Clustering of Shots into Visually Similar
Scene Segments
We consider shot similarity comparison as the comparison
between two sequences of frames. We want to support efficient
matching of both exact and partially similar shots, and also take
into consideration the temporal variations across the entire shot.
We employed the technique developed in Chen & Chua (2001) to:
(a) We model the content of each frame using three visual feature
values: the 1st and 2nd color moments, and the average edge
measure modelled based on the number of DCT blocks with high
energy value (Chua, Zhao & Mohan 2002). (b) We model the
content of the entire shot as the trajectories of these three
quantized feature values. Using these features, we use the
algorithms presented in Chen & Chua (2001) to determine the
shot visual similarity. We then use the overall sliding window
algorithm (Wang et al 2001), which is similar to the text tiling
method (Hearst & Plaunt 1993), to detect the possible scene
boundaries.

b.
c.

Case 1 (Concentration rule, Figure 6a): If the focal
distance of the shots reduces steadily from CurrS into
NextS, the CurrS is merged with NextS.
Case 2 (Enlargement rule, Figure 6b): If the focal
distance of the shots increases from CurrS into NextS,
then merge the CurrS and NextS.
Case 3 (General rule): If the focal distance of the shots
in CurrS increases into NextS and exhibits a peak in
NextS, followed by decreasing trends. We divide the
NextS into two parts separated at the peak (see Figure
6c). We merge the first part with CurrS to form a scene,
and merge the second part with the following scene
segment to form the new NextS.

Proceed to the next scene segment by setting CurrS = NextS,
and assigning NextS to the following scene segment.
Repeat from Step (a) until all the scene segments have been
considered.

At the end of the above processes, we obtain a list of scenes
satisfying our set of cinematic rules.

The algorithm is effective in handling simple visually similar
scenes in which visual and position continuity are well preserved.
It also naturally models the 180q rule as well as parallel rule
because the shots within the tiling windows posses high similarity
as shown in Figure 5a. It also captures parallel scenes that contain
two or more sequences of inter-leaving shots as shown Figure 5b.

Figure 6. Merging of scene segments based on cinematic rules

6. RESULTS and EVALUATION
We use one full-length movie and two documentaries to test our
proposed scene analysis method. From these videos, we can
observe clear cinematic rules used to compose the scenes. In order
to remove the noise introduced by the commercials, we filtered
out the commercials before applying our scene detection
algorithm.
In order to test our system objectively, we used two human
viewers to view the videos independently and propose scene
boundaries. The scenes segmented by the viewers are mostly the
same and the differences are resolved through discussions.

Figure 5. Tiling window over serial and parallel scene

5.2 Detection of Scenes using Enlargement/
Concentration/General Rules

Table 1 summarizes the statistics of the three test videos. There
are altogether 94 scenes in over 70 minutes of video.

After we have segmented the list of visually similar scene
segments, our next task is to locate those scenes defined using
concentration/enlargement/general rules. This is equivalent to
enforcing camera focal distance continuity. In order to apply these
rules, we need to know the camera parameters of all the shots in
the video sequence. For simplicity, we employ only one camera
parameter, the focal distance, for each shot. We estimate the focal
distance manually based on the size of main objects. The focal
distance ranges from 6 (extreme long distance shot) to 1 (close-up
shot or equivalent to showing the face of a person on half the
screen).

Table 1. Statistics of test videos
Frame #
Shot #
Scene #
Movie
62,209
521
42
Documentary 1
4322
26
4
Documentary 2
39,002
244
48
Overall:
105,533
791
94

Duration
41.5 min
2.9 min
26 min
70.4 min

From Table 2, we can see that at the end of Stage A, we could
achieve a high recall of 88.3% but the precision is quite low at
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67.5%. This is to be expected as the tiling window method based
on visual similarity criteria tends to over-segment scenes,
especially those complex scenes composed using the
concentration, enlargement and general rules. We see, however,
that after the application of cinematic rules in Stage B, we are able
to improve the precision drastically to 82.7%, while the recall
drops only slightly to 86.2%. The results clearly demonstrate that
the use of cinematic rules is effective.
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Table 2. Scenes detected using Scene Segments vs. after
applying cinematic rules
Total Wrong Miss Precision Recall
Stage A
123
40
11
67.5%
88.3%
Stage B
98
17
13
82.7%
86.2%
Stage A: results after applying techniques in Section 5.1
Stage B: results after applying techniques in Section 5.2

7. CONCLUSION and FURTHER
RESEARCH
In order to unify the cinematic rules, this paper proposes a
framework based on the concept of continuity. The framework
successively applies the concept of visual, position, cameral focal
distance, motion, audio and semantic continuity to group the shots
that exhibits some form of continuity into scenes. We test the
framework by enforcing the first three level of continuity. This is
equivalent to applying the 180q rule, serial rule, parallel rule, and
concentration/enlargement/general rule implicitly. We test our
system on three videos of about 70 minutes in duration. The
system has been found to be effective.
The work reported here represents only the beginning to this line
of research. The framework helps to explain the principles and the
heuristics behind most cinematic rules. Further research will be
carried out in the following directions.
x
x

x

First, we will investigate the use of motion continuity and
audio continuity to improve the precision of scene
segmentation.
Second, we will investigate formal models for film grammar
and other scene semantics based on features like text, audio,
shot categories and other domain knowledge, and develop
stochastic techniques such as the Hidden Markov Model
(Rabiner 1989) to discover scenes in a learning based
approach.
Third, we noticed that scene is a rather fuzzy and subjective
concept and different users have different ideas of what the
scenes are, thus we are investigating adaptive technique to
perform user-oriented scene detection. We will also
investigate how the user-oriented scene detection can be used
to help us to achieve user-oriented video summarization for
personal video adaptation.
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